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EXT. CORNUCOPIA- MORNING

Katniss keeps behind the cover of the trees. She spots four

bags containing whatever the remaining tributes desperately

need.

She takes a DEEP BREATH and prepares to sprint the distance

when FOX FACE jumps out of the trees, grabs her bag, and

sprints away with no opposition.

Her concentration momentarily broken, Katniss gets it

together and SPRINTS out for her marked bag.

INT. PRIM AND KATNISS’S- MORNING

PRIM watches Katniss run. Her hands desperately gripping

her dress. GALE places a hand on her shoulder and gives her

a reassuring nod.

GALE

She’ll be OK.

Prim gives a small almost unnoticeable nod. She redirects

her attention to the games.

EXT. CORNUCOPIA- MORNING

Katniss is halfway towards her goal. She pushes herself

even further.

Someone else moves swiftly off to the side; unnoticed by

Katniss.

Katniss outstretches her hand; ready to grab the bag.

CLOVE appears out of nowhere and TACKLES Katniss to the

ground.

Clove smacks Katniss’ bow from her hands and draws her

knife. Katniss dodges it and shoves Clove off of her. They

quickly get up and Katniss throws a punch.

Clove dodges it and hits Katniss in the back forcing her to

the ground. Katniss rolls onto her back and blocks Clove’s

foot from hitting her face.

Katniss kicks Clove’s right leg out from under her sending

her to the ground. Katniss is back up and tries to run.

Clove grabs her leg and pulls her down.

Katniss kicks Clove in the face and struggles back up.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

She gasps as CATO stands in her way and swings down his

sword. She ducks his swing and turns to run.

She stops as Clove’s knife slices through the air making

contact with her cheek.

Cato hands his sword off to Clove and she slashes at Katniss

twice. She avoids both strikes and blocks a third; fighting

hard to prevent Clove from slashing into her.

Clove knees Katniss in the chest and then BASHES her face

into Katniss’s.

She hits the ground and Clove steps on her throat to keep

Katniss there.

CLOVE

That was fun.

Clove tosses Cato back his sword and pulls out a second

knife.

She steps off Katniss’s throat, but steps on her right and

left arms and then quickly pins her down to the ground

before she can attempt to get up.

Clove trails the knife along the edges of Katniss’ right

cheek and stops near her throat. Katniss locks eyes with

her; defiant as ever.

KATNISS

Well what are you waiting for?

CLOVE

Someone has to do outdo your little

tracker jacker stunt. Even I have

to admit that was pretty cruel for

someone from your mud speck you

call a district. I hope your

sister is watching.

Clove looks up and gives a smirk for the cameras to see.

INT. KATNISS AND PRIM’S HOME-MORNING

Prim is tightly hugging Gale. Unable to look at what is

transpiring on screen.

Gale almost looks away as well, but forces himself to keep

watching.



3.

EXT. CORNUCOPIA- MORNING

CLOVE

I think we can agree that you did

her a favor. At her age she hardly

would’ve lasted longer than your

tree hopping ally. What was her

name again?

Katniss clenches her teeth and glares angrily.

KATNISS

Her name was Rue.

CLOVE

Well we killed her and now we’re

going to kill you.

Katniss holds her breath as Clove moves the blade to her

heart.

A pair of footsteps move behind Cato and he suddenly

collapses to the ground.

Clove turns and THRESH yanks her off of Katniss and shoves

her into part of the Cornucopia.

Clove slices at him, but he catches her wrist and violently

TWISTS it. She screams and drops the knife. Thresh pins

her against the Cornucopia.

THRESH

You killed her!

CLOVE

No! No!

THRESH

You said her name! YOU SAID HER

NAME!

CLOVE

NO! C-C-Cato! Cato!

Cato is getting up, but not fast enough.

Thresh slams Clove’s face against the Cornucopia twice, then

grabs her head and SNAPS her neck in one fluid motion.

Author’s Note: OK I don’t have a lot of time to fully

finish writing this out, so here’s what happens after Clove

is killed.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 4.

Thresh still lets Katniss go and runs off. After that

Katniss grabs her bag and starts to go as Cato fully gets

up. Seeing Clove dead he goes after Katniss into the

forest.

He catches her and they fight. Cato is temporarily defeated

when Fox Face returns to provide unexpected aid.

Fox Face states her reason is that if somebody had to die

in that fight it shouldn’t be one of the only decent people

in the games.

Katniss runs off to help Peeta and President Snow watches

the footage of her saving him. Haymitch is also present.

Feel free to make any suggestions as to any additions to be

made to this as it is rather short.


